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 Alaska Trophy Moose Hunts
Alaska’s #1 Guide Service since 1991

THE BEST TROPHY MOOSE HUNT IN ALASKA

Dates: Moose Season Sept. 5-15 11 hunting days.

Game Management Unit 17 B + C.
Fly to Anchorage to Dillingham to Koliganek.

50” Minimum Spread or 4 Brow Tines or 1 side.

Success Rate Since 1998;  84%  all methods. Leading

moose producer for the last 10+ years! Low priced Moose
and Brown Bear Combination.

Jet Boats, Bush Planes & Base Camps.

All you need is personal gear & game bags.
License and Moose Tag $485. No drawings.

Low kill fees for Wolf, Wolverine & Black Bear.

Free World Class Fishing for Salmon & Trout.
Guided, Semi Guided, Outfitted or Drop Off.

Any weapon allowed and all welcome. Even Spears

 Barry Barton & Smokey 2009. 75 yds. to the boat!

9 of 10 moose taken in 11 days.   3- over 68 inches. 2 taken with bow and arrow. 8 on the river and creek system using jet boats.

Prices/Dates
MOOSE  Sept. 5-15 (Brown Bear opens 9/1)

1 Guide/1 Hunter $10,000 7 days.

1 Guide/1 Hunter $12,000 11 days

1 Guide/ 2 Hunters $9500 each. 11 days

1 Guide/ 3-4 Hunters $6500 each. 11 days

Moose and Brown Bear Combination Hunts 8/31-9/16

1 / 1 hunter -10 days. $10,000 + $4000 2nd animal kill fee

1 / 1 hunter - 15 days. $12,000 + $4000. 2nd animal kill fee.

1 / 2 hunters - 15 days $10,000 ea. +$4000 ea. 2nd animal K.F.
1 / 2 -- 15 days. 1 moose or 1 bear ea. $10,000 ea. No K.F.

Outfitted-Unguided 2 Hunters $5000 ea.* 11 days.

Outfitted-Unguided 3-4 Hunters $4000 ea*. 11 days

Drop Off $2700/ea* .7- 11 days  (* +$400 moose out fee)

Big Game Tags for Non- Residents

Moose $400. Brown Bear $500. Caribou $325. Black Bear $225

(few but some around, mostly brown bears). Wolf $30. Wolverine

$175. You must have a tag before hunting. A tag of greater value

will cover a tag of lesser value.

Fishing License 7 days $55, 14 Day $80.

Waterfowl Stamps. Federal $15. State $5.

Kill fees Wolf $200,  Wolverine $400, Black Bear $800,

Caribou $1500.  Wounded Game is Killed Game and the tag is

spent. I charge $75 to have Tom, our pilot, seal the bears and

wolves at F&G. I charge a maximum of $100 to handle meat

donations. Game bags are $10 each.

2009 success rate 100%. 3 hunters took 68 ”, 61”, 55”

  Brief Details. The Devil is in the details so pay close attention.  We have 2 main moose areas. 1 is along the rivers where

we use the jet boats. To hunt along the rivers using jet boats, you will / must pick up a free river corridor ALASKA

MOOSE registration permit (RM587) “IN PERSON” at Fish and Game “IN DILLINGHAM” between July 15 and Sept.
4, Monday through Friday, 8AM - 5PM. For 2010 that is 9/3 by 5pm. No exceptions! So don’t ask. Seventy-five permits

are available. They have never come close to running out. Using the jet boats along the river is where we have taken most



of the moose in the past. If you are physically limited, this is where you want to hunt. We take the boat from the base

camp to where we will hunt for the day. Then we get out of the boat, hike nearby calling and spotting for moose. There
are a few places where we can use the boats outside of the moose permit area, but they are limited and access depends on

water levels. All moose camps along the river have Free World Class Fishing. Our second area is everywhere else

outside the permit area. Typically they are fly in only camps where you must be in shape and able to walk to hunt. These

camps are typically on low ridges surrounded by open tundra and broken spruce in the uplands. Good visibility allows
more spot and stalk than on the river and we always do our long range moose calls. There are small creeks with moose

vegetation nearby to watch and to fish. Hunters in these non permit areas can fly directly to Koliganek from Anchorage

and save time and money. Your arrival Date is Sept. 3rd and departure date is Sept 16th for moose only hunters.
  Moose and Brown Bear Combination Hunts. NEW DEAL! Brown bear season now opens Sept. 1 before moose

season. The earlier season means more bears will still be feeding on massive salmon runs up and down the river. We have

set up tree stands and ground blinds at feeding areas with trails to nearby spike camps so we can hunt early and late and
not have to run the boat. The daylight hours are longer. Plus we will have moose gut piles or meat poles to hunt. With the

jet boats, float hunting and shooting from the boat is a viable option. This is a time when moose and bears live close

together because the bears have plenty of fish. Look at the combination hunt as a standard moose hunt with free bear

hunting days and a cheap bear kill fee.  Or look at it as a longer brown bear hunt with a cheap kill fee on moose. Either
way it is a great deal. The Board of Game made it clear; they want more bears killed when they opened bear season before

moose season! And, this is a “Can’t say no. Can’t go wrong deal!”

  Other Costs: We provide all food, gas, camps, cots, pads, land use fees, etc … and provide transportation from
Koliganek to camp and back. APGS charges $75 to seal a brown bear or a wolf at Fish and Game, which must be done

before leaving the state. APGS charges a maximum of $100 to handle meat donations. You pay for License and Tag/s,

airfare and hotel between home and Koliganek; trophy and meat shipping from Koliganek; alcohol and game bags (you
bring or buy). You bring, or mail ahead, your own personal hunting gear, including weapons (except for pistols and

ammo) to our guy in Koliganek. Meat may be donated in Koliganek. Meat and trophies can be frozen and shipped from

Dillingham to Anchorage for processing or sent home. You can process your own in Dillingham if you make time. It will

be much cheaper to split the antlers for shipping.   
Buck Carroll 62” moose - K1 Camp2008 Dan Wesen with 66” moose 2008 B&C. Smokey & Jerry Dennis

Master Guide Smokey Don Duncan is a 35 year Alaskan in the hunting business since 1987. Enjoy the excellence of
experience.   My average guide has 8+ years hunting moose and brown bear in this area. The moose and moose & bear

combination price is the best deal you will find anywhere when you consider the amount of equipment (boats, planes,

camps) logistical capabilities, guide experience, hunting area, success rate and hard work we put in before, during and

after your hunt. The web site has more detailed honest information and links to our hunting videos. You can send $8 for
our 2 hour moose and bear hunting video.

References at K1 and other boat camps: Barry Barton, Butler PA 724-234-3656; James Swidryk, NJ 201-991-0860.  Buck

Carroll GA. 478-836-3628; Brad Carroll Ga 478-935-2152; Greg Down PA. 814-796-8017; Rick Morris PA 814- 824-8119; Jim

Brozell Pa. 814-774-3790; Bob Vanicek Pa. 814-774-9012, Bill Etter PA. 412-486-2765; Andy Kisis OH. 440-835-4967, Gary and
David Rasor  OH. 330-336-1703; Wayne Shelton OH. 330-336-7001; Joe "Kastaway" Kulas OH. 440-232-8352. Bob Wilson TN 423-

332-2385; Bob Stogdill Tx. 979-421-9046,. Ed Fernandez WI. 715-384-8095;  Doug Dunn UT 435-789-7143; Chris Pendergraft WY.

307-857-1977. Jerry Dennis AZ 623-327-0934; Jeff Kirkpatrick AZ 951-538-4838;   Bow Hunters: Bob Migliore Tx. 409-737-

3986wk#, Bruce Trapp Ohio 440- 247-6755; Ron Stine OH.330-264-3406; J.D. Thomas Md. 410-838-7828. New KK camp-  Dan

Wesen MT. 406-586-0775;  Gerry Mumfrey TX  214-564-6300.  References at K2: Tracy Fisher 440-298-1569;  Robb Moses OR.

503-721-0905; Phil Humphrey NY 585-765-2139; Jerry Smith  N.C.  wk # 336-279-6022.  Remember the time zone differences and

be respectful of the time you call. Call the references, they will gladly talk. OR you can call one of the guides. They all started out as

clients so they know the hunting areas and camps.  Wayne Brewer TN 423-476-6472; Jimmie Davis AR. 870-901-0071, Don Young

Pa. 814-833-5058; Bruce Robison OH. 440-353-0768; John Henderson OH 330- 659-4073.   


